Neocortical layer V is distinguished by both its pyramidal cells and its varied cortical and extracortical projections. Several studies suggest that the layer V pyramidal cell types, intrinsically bursting (IB) and regular spiking (RS) cells, differ both in the circuits in which they participate and in their inhibitory inputs. We quantified differences in inhibitory inputs to RS and IB cells using whole-cell voltage clamp techniques in the auditory cortex. We recorded miniature inhibitory postsynaptic currents (mIPSCs) and spontaneous IPSCs to gain kinetic, amplitude, and frequency information about GABAergic synapses. We then used focal sucrose applications to elicit mIPSC rate increases at the soma or dendrites of both cell types. We also electrically stimulated the axons giving rise to inhibitory synaptic inputs to measure minimally evoked IPSCs occurring at the soma or apical dendrites. We found that spontaneous and evoked IPSCs recorded from the auditory cortex have faster rise and decay kinetics when directly compared with those of the same layer V cells in other sensory cortical areas. We also found that mIPSCs observed in auditory IB and RS cells are different from one another. RS cell mIPSCs are larger and have faster rises and decays than IB cell mIPSCs, but IB cell mIPSCs occur more frequently. Focal sucrose application showed that most IB cell mIPSCs originate in the dendrites and are subject to dendritic filtering while most RS cell mIPSCs originate at the soma and are not filtered. These findings suggest that, first, IB and RS cells process their inputs in fundamentally different ways and, second, auditory cortical RS and IB cells may have specializations that allow them to process inhibitory inputs faster.
INTRODUCTION
The varied cell types and cortical and extracortical targets of layer V make understanding this lamina important in comprehending cortical circuitry and feedback projections in general. Layer V contains two pyramidal cell types, based on their in vitro spike responses to depolarizing current: the intrinsically bursting (IB) and the regular spiking (RS) cell. While RS cells are observed in all cortical layers except layer I, IB cells are found only in layer V and the deepest part of layer IV.
IB and RS neurons participate in different, mutually exclusive feedback and feedforward circuits. Pyramidal cells anatomically similar to IB cells project to the thalamus and may be the source of large, specialized inputs to thalamocortical cells in secondary thalamic areas (Games and Winer 1988; Moriizumi and Hattori 1991; Ojima 1994) . In addition to their thalamic projections, layer V IB cells are likely the only source of cortical projections to the midbrain and brainstem (Weedman and Ryugo 1996a,b; Doucet et al. 2002) . RS cells in layer V probably do not participate in these subcortical projections and com-prise the corticocortical (Vaughan 1983; Cipolloni and Peters 1983; Ruttgers et al. 1990; Mascagni et al. 1993 ) and the corticocaudate (Ojima et al. 1992) projections. This pattern of RS and IB projections is seen in other sensory cortices (Deschenes et al. 1994; Bourassa and Deschenes 1995; Guillery 1995) , and is likely a general feature of cortical sensory feedback projections.
Another feature that sets these cell types apart is an apparent difference in their inputs through thalamocortical circuits. In current clamp studies, IB cells appear to have predominantly excitatory responses to stimulation of thalamocortical inputs, while RS cells have mixed excitatory and inhibitory responses (Chagnac-Amitai and Connors 1989; Baranyi et al. 1993; Nunez et al. 1993; Nicoll et al. 1996; Hefti and Smith 2000; Schubert et al. 2001) . However, electron microscopic evidence is at odds with this physiological finding in the somatosensory cortex. Serial reconstructions of identified IB and RS neurons reveal no significant differences in the number of inhibitory synaptic sites on IB and RS cell somata (White et al. 1994) . This suggests that these numerically similar inputs are not performing the same function in the two cell types during thalamocortical activation. To address this discrepancy, we used whole-cell voltage clamp recordings of spontaneous and evoked IPSCs in IB and RS cells to determine the sources and kinetics of their inhibitory inputs. We have assessed the inhibitory inputs to RS and IB cells in layer V in several ways. First, we examined miniature and spontaneous IPSCs generated in IB and RS cells. Second, we examined the sources of their inputs using focal applications of sucrose to induce localized increases in presynaptic vesicle release rate. Third, we stimulated single or small numbers of synaptic inputs to individual neurons to examine evoked IPSCs at the cell body and on the dendrites. Finally, because our kinetic measurements suggested auditory cortex IPSCs were kinetically different from those observed previously in other cortices, we compared auditory IPSC kinetics with IPSCs in the same cell populations in visual and somatosensory cortices.
METHODS

Slice preparation
All procedures described are in compliance with University of Wisconsin Animal Care and Use Committee regulations. Long-Evans pigmented rats of ages ranging from 18 to 30 days postnatal were used so that more valid comparisons could be made to previous in vivo and in vitro results. No significant age differences were seen in any of the following results. Rats were deeply anesthetized with sodium pentobarbital injected intraperitoneally or with inhaled halothane. After a surgical plane of anesthesia was reached, evident by a lack of response to a painful toe pinch, the animal was decapitated with a guillotine. The dorsal portion of the skull was removed in 4°C sucrose saline (described below), saturated with 95% O 2 /5% CO 2 . A transverse cut was made approximately one-third of the way through the rostrocaudal extent of the cerebral cortex, and the caudal portion of the brain was dissected out of the skull. The brain was placed, cut side down, on a vibratome platform and adhered with cyanoacrylate glue. Transverse sections approximately 400 lm thick were cut at depths coinciding with the primary auditory cortex (Tel), the primary visual cortex (Occ1), or the primary somatosensory cortex (Par1). This depth was determined through comparison with sections from the rat brain atlas of Paxinos and Watson (1986) . After slicing was completed, each section was cut along the midline from dorsal to ventral with a scalpel. The sections were stored in a holding chamber at 23°C in normal saline saturated with 95% O 2 /5% CO 2 , which contained (in mM): Nacl 124; KCl 2; KH 2 PO 4 1.2; CaCl 2 2.4; MgSO 4 1.3; NaHCO 3 26; and glucose 10. In sucrose saline (as above), all NaCl was replaced with sucrose.
Recording techniques
After a minimum of 1 hour, a slice was removed from the holding chamber and brought to the recording chamber, where it was bathed in normal saline saturated with 95% O 2 /5% CO 2 and heated to 34-35°C for physiological recording. Pyramidal cells in layer V were visualized using a video camera (Hamamatsu C2400, Hamamatsu City, Japan) connected to an upright, fixed stage microscope (Zeiss Axioskop, Oberkochen, Germany) equipped with a long working-range water-immersion objective (Zeiss Achroplan 40·, 0.75 n.a.), differential interference contrast optics (Nomarski), and an infrared bandpass filter (Chroma D770/40). Whole-cell recordings were obtained using a patch-clamp amplifier (Axopatch 1D, Axon Instruments, Foster City, CA) and PClamp software (Version 6.1, Axon Instruments). Data were filtered at 5 kHz and sampled at 10 kHz for a number of early experiments (n = 5 IB and 6 RS cells). However, upon analysis of the preliminary data, we discovered that the IPSCs were faster than predicted. Thereafter, data were filtered at 10 kHz and sampled at 20 kHz (Digidata 1200). When analyzing rise times, only those data sampled at 20 kHz were used, but all data were used for other measurements. All data were stored on a Pentium-based PC. Whole-cell recordings were obtained using standard techniques (Hamill et al. 1981; Edwards et al. 1989 ). Immediately upon breaking into a cell, square voltage pulses in current clamp mode were used to identify the cell's response type based on spike pattern. In the 30-45 seconds before the CsCl in the intracellular solution obscured the intrinsic membrane properties of the cell, it was often possible to obtain between two and five records, which was more than adequate to identify the response/cell type. In current clamp mode, IB cells consistently fire a burst of action potentials at the beginning of a square current pulse, and RS cells fire only single spikes. In practice, this technique proved successful approximately 75% of the time to determine cell type. When this method was not successful, histological evidence was used, as described below.
Patch pipettes were pulled using borosilicate glass (Garner Glass, KG-33, 1.7 o.d., 1.1 i.d.), with a Flaming-Brown P-87 horizontal pipette puller. Pipettes were coated with SYLGARD and the tips polished to reduce electrode capacitance. Pipette tips had open tip resistances of 1.5-3.0 MW when filled with the recording solution, which consisted of (in mM): CsCl 130, NaHEPES 10, MgATP 2, EGTA 1, and 0.5% Neurobiotin. Access resistances ranged from 6 to 20 MW, and then were compensated 80%. Cells were held at )80 mV. GABA A currents were isolated by bath application of CNQX (50 lm) or DNQX (100 lm) and APV (100 lm) to block both AMPA and NMDA-mediated currents. To isolate miniature IPSCs, TTX (2 lm) was added in addition to the above compounds to block voltage-gated sodium channels. Because cesium was present in the intracellular electrode, GABA B receptor-mediated currents were not observed.
Sucrose-evoked mIPSCs were obtained by local application of bath solution containing 0.5 M sucrose using a Picospritzer (General Valve, Fairfield, NJ). Picospritz pipettes were un-SYLGARDED recording electrodes (see above for complete description). Miniature IPSCs were recorded for 500 ms after sucrose application. An increase in mIPSC rate did not usually occur for approximately 100 ms after picospritz, but it continued for 400-800 ms postapplication. Only events in the first 400 ms after application were used for analysis, as this was the period of highest mIPSC rate, and the largest proportion of mIPSCs recorded over that time were the result of the sucrose application and were not spontaneous events. Synaptically evoked IPSCs resulting from axonal activation were obtained using a patch pipette containing bath solution and which was placed within 2-5 lm of the cell body or apical dendrite. One pole was placed in the stimulating pipette, and the other was grounded distant from the tissue in the bath. The voltage-generating stimulation unit (Iso-flex, Jerusalem, Israel) was placed within the Faraday cage to reduce stimulas artifacts. A minimally evoked response was likely elicited when a systematic increase in stimulus strength over a small range led to a decrease in failure rate but not to a systematic increase in IPSC amplitude. We discarded data in which the rising component of the IPSC was not smooth, which might indicate two nonconcurrent inputs or spike initiation. In most cases, IPSC variability was tolerated within an approximately 20-100 pA range, where evoked IPSCs were measured at 100-800 pA total amplitude.
Histology
As noted above it was not always possible to identify cell type physiologically in current clamp mode before diffusion into the cell of the CsCl in the intracellular solution made this impossible. However, in approximately 75% of all cases, between two and five depolarizing square current pulses resulting in either single spikes or bursts were recorded before the cesium in the intracellular solution obscured the recording. In addition, spontaneous single spikes (indicative of RS cells) or spontaneous bursts of spikes (indicative of IB cells) could often be seen extracellularly after a tight seal was obtained but before the membrane was ruptured. Thus, because neither of these methods always provided a conclusive indication of cell type, all cells were processed for histology.
After recording was complete, slices were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer. They were then cryoprotected and 60 lm frozen sections were cut on a freezing microtome and collected in 0.1 M phosphate buffer, pH 7.4. The sections were incubated in avidin-biotin-HRP complex (ABC kit, Vector Labs, Burlingame, CA). The following day they were rinsed in phosphate buffer and incubated with nickel/cobalt-intensified DAB (Adams 1981) . The sections were then mounted, counterstained with cresyl violet, and coverslipped.
Because visualization was most effective near the surface of the slice, most recorded cells were located within approximately 50 lm of the tissue surface. In processing, this surface tissue was sometimes damaged or lost, and recovery of cells for anatomical analysis was only successful approximately 60% of the time. We set four criteria for cell type identification: visual examination of the cell before a seal was attempted, including overall soma size and thickness of the apical dendrite; extracellular spikes seen during and after seal formation; current clamp records using square current pulses, taken immediately after breakin (before the intracellular solution obscured current clamp records); and postfixation anatomical analysis. Two of these criteria were considered definitive for cell type identification based on a previous study (Hefti and Smith 2000) : current clamp identification immediately after rupturing the cell membrane and postfixation anatomy. The other two criteria, extracellular spikes in cell-attached mode and examination of the cell in vitro, were considered corroborative. For all cells included in this study, at least one definitive and one corroborative criterion were met. For most cells, at least three of the above criteria were met.
Drawings and inspections of injected cells were made using a camera lucida attached to a Zeiss microscope. The location of the cell body relative to the areas of rat cerebral cortex was determined using the atlas of Paxinos and Watson (1986) and the studies in which evoked potential recordings were used to map the location of primary auditory cortex Di 1990, 1991; Di and Barth 1992) . Cells were identified as RS or IB based on both inspection and measurements of somata and apical dendrites published previously (Hefti and Smith 2000) .
Data analysis
Unless otherwise noted, analyses were done on data that were not additionally filtered offline. Data were analyzed on a Pentium-based PC using Clampfit (Axon Instruments, Union City, CA), Origin (MicroCal, Northampton, MA), and Minitab (Minitab, Inc., State College, PA). Miniature and spontaneous events were analyzed using specialized software written within Origin (Matthew Banks, University of Wisconsin). This algorithm measured t rise (10-90%), event amplitude, and interevent interval. Event detection amplitudes were generally set at r noise , as measured in an area of the current trace in which there were no visually detectable events. This algorithm detected approximately 95% of observable IPSCs. The data were then manually scanned, baseline and peak values were corrected as necessary for individual IPSCs detected by the algorithm, and IPSCs not detected by the algorithm were measured by hand and added to the data set. In order to prevent statistical bias in the data, an approximately equal number of events were used from each individual cell to compile group averages (320-340 events per cell for IB cells, 180-195 events per cell for RS cells).
To look at decay times, a subset (the first 50 events recorded in each cell) of the IPSCs was measured individually to determine decay (s decay ) as fitted to an exponential curve. IPSCs were also aligned (at their peak amplitude) and averaged within individual cells, and the group average was fitted to an exponential decay. Decays were fitted to one or two exponentials. When visual inspection was not sufficient to determine whether the fit was improved by additional exponentials, an F-test was performed with a criterion of p < 0.01, and the smallest number of exponentials at which the fit was not further improved was used.
Currents generated by electrical stimulation of the synaptic inputs to a cell were measured individually in Clampfit or Origin for t rise , s decay , and amplitude. In most cases event latencies were quite short, and some stimulus artifact was still present at the onset of the IPSC. This summation of the artifact and the evoked event usually increased IPSC 10-90% rise time (t rise ). To compensate for this error, averaged events in which there was a stimulus artifact but no IPSC (failures) were subtracted from averages of minimally evoked IPSCs and rise times were measured from these artifact-corrected traces.
Because normal distributions could not be assumed for t rise , s decay , amplitude, or interevent interval, all populations were pooled into IB or RS groups and tested for statistical differences using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test at a significance level of p < 0.05. Unless otherwise stated, all values are mean ± standard error.
RESULTS
Basic cell parameters
Miniature IPSCs were recorded from 15 IB (5000 events) and 16 RS (3000 events) cells in the presence of APV, DNQX, and TTX at holding potentials of )80 mV. APV and DNQX were used to block glutamatergic (excitatory) inputs to the cell, and TTX was used to block voltage-gated sodium channels and to prevent action potentials. The intracellular pipette contained CsCl to inhibit GABA B IPSCs, and the CsCl also chloride-loaded the cell and caused GABA A mIPSCs to be visible as inward currents at holding potentials of )80 mV. By the addition of these compounds, we were able to observe GABA A IPSCs in isolation. No significant differences were seen between cell types in cell input resistance or cell access resistance. IB cells had a slightly higher whole-cell capacitance (14 pF vs. 11 pF for RS cells, K-S test, p = 0.04), most likely due to the larger size of IB cells (Chagnac-Amitai et al. 1990; Kasper et al. 1994; Hefti and Smith 2000) . Specific values for all measured parameters can be found in Table 1 .
Miniature IPSCs in auditory cortical layer V pyramidal cells
In order to accurately measure various features of the mIPSPs, we had to change the amount of offline filtering done on the data to suit the parameter being analyzed. Because of the rapid nature of the mIPSCs in these cells, a low-pass filter cutoff frequency of 10 kHz was necessary to accurately measure the mIPSC rise and decay kinetics. This filter cutoff made the baseline noise levels quite high, probably due to high-frequency cell noise. Using this low-pass filter we noted some interesting differences in the miniature IPSCs from the two cell types: RS cell IPSCs were significantly faster than IB cell IPSCs (K-S test, p < 0.01, Fig. 1 ). Decay times (s decay ) likewise differed between cell types (Fig. 2) . IB cell mIPSCs were usually fitted accurately with one time constant (n = 14 of 15 cells). Additional time constants did not significantly improve the fit (F-test, p > 0.01). RS cell decays could be fitted to a single exponential; however, fits were significantly improved using two time constants (F-test, p < 0.01, n = 16 of 16 cells). IB cell decay times were significantly longer than the first s decay of RS cells (K-S test, p < 0.01), but significantly shorter than the second s decay of RS cells (K-S test, p < 0.01; Fig. 2 ). This held true for both comparisons of individual events in IB and RS cells and comparisons of averages of 30-60 events per cell.
At the noise level present in the 10 kHz recordings, it was difficult to detect events that were smaller than approximately 25 pA, possibly biasing both amplitude and frequency measurements and making quantitative statements about either parameter impossible. For a more accurate measurement of IPSC rate and amplitude in IB and RS cells, we did the following analyses. To measure IPSC rates it was first necessary to determine whether all events were detected at the holding potential ()80 mV). To do this, events were recorded at voltages from )120 to +40 mV and then filtered at 2 kHz to reduce the noise and allow detection of smaller events, down to approximately 8-10 pA. This analysis indicated that approximately 20-22% of all detectable events were obscured by high frequency noise in the original 10 kHz recordings. The number of detected events at 2 kHz was then plotted against voltage for three cells (Fig. 3) , with inward events plotted to the left of zero (negative) and outward events to the right of zero (positive). The plateau, reached at approximately )70 to )80 mV, indicated that in both cell types all events recordable at the soma were being detected. Once we were confident all events were detectable at the holding potential, we used the filtered traces from 5 IB and 5 RS cells. When we measured miniature IPSC interevent intervals (IEI) from these cells, using filtered data that allowed us to count all mIPSCs, we found that IB cells received mIPSCs more frequently than RS cells (Fig. 4A) . The IEI of mIPSCs recorded at the somata of IB cells was 32 ms, giving a mIPSC rate of approximately 31 Hz. The IEI of mIPSCs in RS cells was 79 ms, giving an event rate of 13 Hz. This measurement had very high variability in the pooled data ( Fig. 4A ), but despite this, the result was statistically significant (K-S test, p < 0.01). This was a surprising result given the following information: It has been shown in vitro that individual synapses with high miniature synaptic activity rates (rates which are independent of spike activity) also tend to show a higher probability of spike-induced transmitter release, that is, a lower failure rate (Prange and Murphy 1999). Our previous findings in the auditory cortex had shown that RS cells receive a considerable thalamocortically activated inhibitory input while IB cells receive little or none (Hefti and Smith 2000) . From this we reasoned that perhaps our observed differences in the shock-activated inhibitory inputs to the two layer V pyramidal cell populations (Hefti and Smith 2000) might indicate differences in failure rates between the inhibitory inputs to the two cell types that could be reflected in the mIPSC rates displayed by the two cell types. We had thus predicted that the mEPSC rate would be higher in the RS cells. Our present findings indicate that the opposite is true. Quantitative analysis of event amplitudes was also impossible using the original (20 kHz sampling rate) traces, because amplitude averages would exclude all events below approximately 25 pA. Using the data sampled at 20 kHz, histograms of peak amplitude (Fig. 4B) indicate that most of the events occur in the range of 40-70 pA in both cell types but that RS cells have more large-amplitude events, as illustrated by the extended right-hand tail in the RS cell histogram that is absent in the IB cell histogram. Overall, differences in mIPSC amplitude were significant, indicating that RS cell mIPSCs were significantly larger than IB cell mIPSCs (K-S test, p < 0.01; Fig. 4B ). This same amplitude analysis was also performed on data filtered offline at 2 kHz, and the results were similar. We found that approximately the same percentage of the total number of events was not detected in each cell type (22% for IB, 20% for RS). Therefore, it is likely that differences seen without inclusion of these events would remain when these events are added. Using the data filtered at 2 kHz, amplitudes of individual mIPSCs were smaller because mIPSC peaks were filtered, and average amplitudes were also smaller because of both peak filtering and the addition of small-amplitude events. Overall, however, RS cells still had far larger mIPSCs than IB cells (78 vs. 48 pA, p < 0.01; data not shown).
Miniature IPSCs in visual and somatosensory cortical layer V cells
We were surprised to note that the kinetics of mIPSCs observed in the auditory cortex were faster than re- ported in previous visual (Xiang et al. 1998) or somatosensory (Salin and Prince 1996) cortical experiments. Because recording temperatures, filtering, and sampling rates were not completely consistent with those used in the current results, we recorded mIPSCs from IB and RS cells in these cortical areas in order to compare them with auditory cortex (Table 2) .
Our recordings from all three cortical areas under consistent recording conditions showed the following: (1) Like the auditory cortex, the mIPSCs in IB and RS cell populations in visual and somatosensory cortices differed in their kinetics, frequency, and amplitude. Rise times in IB cells were slower than RS cell rise times in both cortical areas. Decay times and kinetics also differed between cell types in visual and somatosensory cortices. Like in the auditory cortex, RS cell decay times were best fit to two exponentials, while IB cell decay times were fit with a single exponential (Table 2) . IB cell mIPSCs were smaller than RS cell mIPSCs in both visual and somatosensory cortices, and they occurred more frequently, on average. While specific values varied, consistent differences between IB and RS cell mIPSCs were seen in all cortical areas studied. (2) The overall kinetics of mIPSCs in the auditory cortex were faster than those in the other cortical areas, particularly the decay times (Fig. 5) . The rise time differences were fairly small. Rise times in visual and somatosensory IB and RS cells, while significantly different from those values observed in auditory cortex, differed by less than 90 ls, or 25%, between cortical areas. However, decay times were very different between cortical areas, differing by up to 700%. Among RS cells, decay times fit best to two exponentials in all cortical areas. Both the first and the second time constants were shortest in auditory RS cells and longest in visual cortex cells, with In black, superimposed on white average, is the best fit for each decay curve. IB cell mIPSCs fit a single exponential decay most accurately. Additional exponentials did not improve fit. RS cell mIPSCs fit a decay curve with two exponentials best, and this fit was significantly better than a single exponential fit (F-test, p < 0.01). B. Box plots of average decay time measured in 15 IB and 16 RS cells. Individual dots are decay times for a given cell, the shaded boxrepresents one standard error, and the bars represent 5-95 confidence bands. All three values are significantly different from each other. an intermediate value in somatosensory cortex cells. IB cell decay constants were fit with a single exponential; adding a second exponential did not significantly improve fits. Similar to RS cells, auditory IB cells had the fastest decays, followed by somatosensory IB cells, and visual cortex IB cells had the slowest decay times.
Spontaneous IPSCs in auditory cortical layer V pyramidal cells
Spontaneous IPSCs (sIPSCs) were recorded in much the same way as mIPSCs, except that TTX was eliminated from the extracellular solution to allow the generation of action potentials on axons in the slice and the subsequent generation of spike-evoked synaptic events at their terminals (n = 7 IB cells, n = 7 RS cells). No significant kinetic differences were seen between spontaneous and miniature IPSCs. Rise times and decay times were similar within cell type and maintained statistical significance when IB and RS cells were compared. As with mIPSCs, IB cell sIPSCs were slower and smaller than RS cell sIPSCs.
The average amplitude of spontaneous events was increased in both cell types (K-S test, p < 0.01 both cell types) as compared with mIPSCs. The average interevent interval (IEI) also decreased in both cell types (K-S test, p < 0.01, both cell types) leading to an increased total IPSC frequency as recorded at the soma. In RS cells, average IEI was 27.5 ms, corresponding to a sIPSC rate of 36 Hz. IB cell IEI was similar at 28.5 ms and 35 Hz. There was no significant difference between the sIPSC rates of IB and RS cells.
When compared with mIPSC results, we found that the rate of sIPSCs was significantly higher than the rate of mIPSCs in RS cells but not in IB cells. This would suggest that virtually no action-potential-dependent events, which might provide tonic inhibitory influences, are occurring in IB cells. However, mI- PSCs and sIPSCs were never both recorded in the same cell, making this result tentative.
Sucrose-evoked IPSCs at the soma and distal apical dendrite
An important feature of synaptic inputs, which may give some indication of function, is their location on the postsynaptic cell. Thus, we were interested in determining the location of the inhibitory synapses on the two pyramidal cell types. One simple measure that can be made is to plot the amplitude of the synaptic event versus its rise time. The thought is that smaller events are such because they are farther out on the dendritic tree and further from the recording sight, and there should be a positive correlation with the small size and slower kinetics because of the filtering properties of the larger amount of membrane between synapse and recording site. When we did this analysis, we found no correlation for RS cells and a weak negative correlation for IB cells. Recent evidence (Bekkers and Stevens 1996) indicates that this method may not be a reliable measure and that it is necessary to directly stimulate the synapses at a particular location on the cell. Focal sucrose application has been used in a number of preparations (Vyklicky et al. 1991; Stevens 1995, 1996; Rosemund and Stevens 1996; Cheng and Miyamoto 1999) to increase the rate of spontaneous vesicle fusion and neurotransmitter release at the presynaptic terminals in a confined region of the postsynaptic cell membrane. This leads to a focal increase in mIPSC rate postsynaptically. This tool allows us to examine more directly the kinetic properties of mIPSCs occurring in a specific region of the cell, and it can also give information about dendritic filtering. In these experiments, rats at the younger end of the age range (P18-23) were used because, as the rats aged, it became more difficult to visualize the apical dendrite.
Sucrose was pressure-ejected (using a picospritzer) at a pressure of 10-15 mmHg for 30-50 ms at the soma (n = 11 IB, n = 12 RS) and then at the apical dendrite at a distance of 50-60 lm from the soma (n = 9 IB, n = 8 RS). The picospritz pipette was placed within 2-4 lm of target area for more focal application. In a few cells (n = 2 IB, n = 4 RS), data were obtained only from the soma before the recording deteriorated. These data were included in the analysis. Measurements from the apical dendrite were used only if data was also obtained from the soma, because without data about somatic mIPSCs within that cell, comparisons might be less reliable.
Sucrose-evoked mIPSCs from the soma and apical dendrite were compared with control mIPSCs in RS cells (Fig. 6 ). Rise times of these sucrose-evoked RS cell mIPSCs originating at the soma were not statistically different from those recorded in control conditions indicating that the spontaneous mIPSPs from these cells were on the cell body. Sucrose-elicited somatic mIPSCs were somewhat larger than control mIPSCs (K-S test, p < 0.01). In contrast, RS cell mIPSCs arising at 50-60 lm away from the soma on the apical dendrite had much slower rise and decay kinetics than either control mIPSCs or sucrose-elicited somatic mIPSCs (K-S test, p < 0.01, both cases), indicating that the spontaneous mIPSPs did not arise here. Sucrose-elicited dendritic mIPSCs were also smaller than somatic or control mIPSCs (K-S test, p < 0.01).
IB cell mIPSCs were also compared under control conditions, when evoked at the soma, and when evoked 50-60 lm from the cell body on the apical dendrite (Fig. 7) . IB cell mIPSCs, sucrose-evoked from somatic synapses, had significantly faster rise times than mIPSCs recorded under control conditions (K-S test, p < 0.01). Somatic mIPSCs were also larger in amplitude than those recorded in control conditions (K-S test, p < 0.01). Miniature IPSCs, sucrose-evoked from synapses 50-60 lm from the soma on the apical dendrite, were statistically indistinguishable from control mIPSCs in rise time and amplitude, indicating that the location of spontaneous mIPSPs in these cells were more likely to be dendritic. As expected, dendritic mIPSCs were significantly slower than somatic mIPSCs, and smaller in amplitude. These data indicate that the spontaneous IPSCs we record from RS cells arise from somatic synapses, while in IB cells spontaneous IPSCs arise from proximal dendritic synapses.
Synaptically evoked IPSCs at the soma and at locations along the apical dendrites Miniature and spontaneous IPSCs can give useful information about the properties of individual preand postsynaptic sites, but they give less information about the synaptic inputs reaching the cell. For this reason, we recorded minimally evoked IPSCs at several areas on the cell body and apical dendrite. Af- ferent axons were stimulated very close (less than 5 lm) to the cell body or apical dendritic membrane (Table 1) . Using this method, we attempted to maximize the probability that the stimulated afferent axons had synapses with the recorded cell near the stimulation site. Stimulus strength was started very low and increased at very small intervals in order to stimulate single fibers or very small numbers of fibers. As in the sucrose-evoked IPSC experiments, rats in the range of P18-23 were used because of better visualization of the apical dendrite.
Overall, while RS cell-evoked IPSCs were larger than mIPSCs or sIPSCs, their kinetics, including both rise times and decay times, were very similar. RS cell IPSCs evoked from both the somata (n = 8) and the apical dendrites (n = 5) had consistent rise and decay times. At some stimulation sites it was also possible to evoke IPSCs such that one could observe stimulation of a single fiber, followed by recruitment of additional fibers as stimulus strength was increased (Fig.  8A) . However, it was nearly impossible to consistently activate only one fiber at the soma of a given RS neuron, while activation of multiple fibers on the apical dendrite was rarely observed (Fig. 8A) . Minimally evoked IPSCs ranged from 200 to 400 pA, and total IPSC amplitudes ranged from 200 to 900 pA. Rise times and decay times did not vary systematically with amplitude. Rise times of minimally evoked events at the soma were similar to mIPSCs and sIPSCs (K-S test, p < 0.05), but rise times of larger somatically evoked IPSCs were longer (p < 0.01). Decay times of RS cell somatically evoked IPSCs were fitted best to a single exponential. Because of the difference in exponential fits, this result was not directly comparable to the mIPSC result. Dendritically evoked IPSCs (Fig.  8A ) had very slow rise times which were significantly slower than mIPSCs, sIPSCs, and mIPSCs sucroseelicited from RS cell dendrites. Decay times of dendritically evoked IPSCs could be fitted to a single exponential, and they were usually slow and highly variable.
Similar results were seen in IB cells when IPSCs were evoked from the soma (n = 9) and the apical dendrite (n = 5) 50-60 lm from the soma. Evoked IPSC amplitudes ranged from 100 to 800 pA, with minimally evoked IPSCs ranging from 90 to 400 pA. Isolation of a single fiber was not difficult at the somata of IB cells (Fig. 8B) , but it was impossible in most IB cells to isolate a single fiber when stimulating the apical dendrite. Often, two to five fibers were seen (Fig. 8B) . Rise time was not correlated with amplitude in either somatic or dendritic evoked IPSCs. Unlike RS cells, minimally evoked somatic IPSC rise times were faster than mIPSC rise times (K-S test, p < 0.01). However, somatically evoked IPSCs in IB cells were kinetically indistinguishable from sucrose-elicited mIPSCs arising from the IB cell soma. Decay times were comparable to those observed in mIPSCs or sIPSCs and were fitted to a single exponential. Dendritically evoked IPSCs had relatively slow rise times and slow decay times. Both of these values are slower than mIPSCs, sIPSCs, and mIPSCs sucrose-evoked from the IB cell apical dendrite.
While dendritically evoked IPSCs were not significantly different in rise or decay time between cell types, RS cell somatically evoked IPSCs had signifi- cantly faster rises (K-S test, p < 0.01) and decays (K-S test, p < 0.01) than somatically evoked IPSCs in IB cells. These evoked data also indicate that RS cell IPSCs arise somatically, while IB cell IPSCs arise dendritically and are consistent with the sucrose-elicited mIPSC data.
DISCUSSION
mIPSCs in layer V of auditory, visual, and somatosensory cortices A surprising finding of our study is that mIPSCs in rat auditory cortex differ from those in other sensory cortical areas. Rise times of IPSCs were slightly faster while decay times of IPSCs in auditory cortical cells were far faster than those in somatosensory and visual cortices. Visual and somatosensory cortical mIPSCs recorded by us were similar to those measured in previous reports (Salin and Prince 1996; Xiang et al. 1998) . Pyramidal cell decay times in hippocampus are also slower than those reported presently (Ropert et al. 1990; Otis et al. 1991 Otis et al. , 1992 Otis et al. , 1994 Banks et al. 1998) . The only IPSCs with rise and decay kinetics comparable to those in the auditory cortex are IPSCs recorded in interneurons in the cerebellum (Bartos et al. 2001) .
Why might the auditory cortex require such a difference in synaptic behavior? This is a very difficult question to answer at present given that we know very little about exactly what the auditory cortex is doing. We also do not know whether these rapid kinetics are specific to inhibitory inputs on cells in layer V or ubiquitous for all inhibitory inputs on all auditory cortical cells. Several cell types in the auditory brainstem have developed synaptic events with unusually rapid kinetics that seem to enhance the cells' abilities to accurately follow rapid sequences of auditory events. For example, cells receiving auditory nerve input in the mammalian cochlear nuclei have glutamatergic mEPSCs that are the fastest in the nervous system (Gardner et al. 1999) . Such specializations may account for the ability of these cells to relay temporal information with great precision (Smith and Rhode 1987; Joris et al. 1994) . However, these rapid kinetics are seen at excitatory glutamatergic synapses, not at GABAergic synapses where there are some reports of unusually slow kinetics (see Trussell 2002) . In addition, the auditory cortex is not able to follow rapid sequences of auditory events, like clicks or the rhythmic periodicity in speech sounds, as well as its downstream structures. The most obvious conclusion is that the IPSC kinetics are faster in the auditory cortex because there are timing issues here that require a more accurate/faster rebound from inhibition. One idea that comes to mind is the encoding of rapid transients such as those found in syllables at the transition from stimulus onset to the onset of voicing. Recordings from the auditory cortex have shown that, at certain intervals between stimulus and voicing onset, there is a well-timed response peak at voicing onset but no further response (Steinschneider et al. 1994 (Steinschneider et al. , 1995 . Such a well-timed response might be realized by a release from inhibition. The mechanism for the fast kinetics of auditory cortical IPSCs is unknown. The auditory cortex may utilize a different set of GABA subunits, with different kinetics, than other cortical areas. This is not strongly supported by existing anatomical studies that show that GABA subunit staining is similar among cortical areas (Wisden et al. 1992; Fritschy and Mohler 1995; Fritschy et al. 1998) . Additional experiments comparing mIPSC kinetics in other neocortical areas, GABA A receptor subunit composition, and interneuronal circuitry and synaptic release properties may explain this finding.
Differences in mIPSCs observed in IB and RS cells of the auditory cortex
Previous studies have established a correlation between cell type and inhibition in IB and RS cells. In vitro, IB cells have predominantly excitatory responses to stimulation of their synaptic inputs, while RS cells have mixed responses (Chagnac-Amitai and Connors 1989; Nicoll et al. 1996; Hefti and Smith 2000; Schubert et al. 2001) . In vivo, IB cells have complex receptive fields in the visual cortex without strong inhibitory surrounds, while RS cells have visual receptive fields with prominent inhibition (Finlay et al. 1976; Swadlow 1988) . Using intracellular GABA A blockade in slices (Hefti and Smith 2000) , it was demonstrated that inhibition played a minor role in IB cell responses to synaptic stimulation but played a prominent role in RS cell synaptic responses, shunting large excitatory inputs and often preventing action potential generation. Anatomical data (White et al. 1994) , on the other hand, show that IB and RS neurons have similar numbers of inhibitory synaptic sites on their somata and proximal dendrites. The present study further investigates these findings using whole-cell voltage clamp techniques to address more quantitatively the question of inhibition in these two cell types.
The second major finding of this report is that RS and IB cells in auditory, visual, and somatosensory layer V have mIPSCs that vary in kinetics, amplitude, and rate. IB cell mIPSCs have slower rise times, different decay kinetics, and smaller amplitudes than RS cell mIPSCs, but they occur more frequently, at a rate of 31 Hz compared with 13 Hz for RS cells. The explanation best supported by these results is that IB cell mIPSCs are smaller and slower because they occur out on the dendrites and are electrically filtered as recorded at the soma. This was not supported by plots of rise time versus peak amplitude, which did not show evidence for dendritic filtering in IB cells or RS cells. A more rigorous method for determining the location of inhibitory terminals on these pyramidal cells was to focally apply sucrose either to the cell body or to the dendritic tree.
Sucrose-elicited mIPSCs
Experiments measuring mIPSCs and spontaneous IPSCs suggested that dendritic filtering could account for differences in mIPSC kinetics in RS and IB cells. We elicited focal increases in mIPSCs in auditory cortical cells at the soma and 50-60 lm from the soma on the apical dendrite using sucrose (Bekkers and Stevens 1996) to examine the kinetics of mIPSCs occurring at each site. We found that in RS cells, sucrose-elicited mIPSCs at the soma match those recorded under control conditions, while in IB cells, dendritic mIPSCs were the best match to control mIPSCs. Somatic RS cell mIPSCs also had faster rise times than somatic IB cell mIPSCs.
Two connected mechanisms may be at work to explain the different kinetics of RS and IB cell mIPSCs. First, most IB cell mIPSCs probably originate in the dendrites, while most RS cell mIPSCs originate at or near the soma. Dendritic filtering in IB cells probably accounts for part of the kinetic difference in the mIPSCs. Second, the inhibitory circuitry of these two cell types may differ. Even when not dendritically filtered, IB cell mIPSCs are kinetically different from RS cell mIPSCs. Different GABA A subunit compositions lead to different kinetic properties of the receptors (Verdoom 1994; Gingrich et al. 1995; Tia et al. 1996) and may account for the difference in the kinetics of IB and RS cell mIPSCs originating at the soma. Different classes of interneurons also tend to preferentially synapse on pyramidal cells at different locations. Some interneuronal types synapse on the soma or proximal dendrites, others on the axonal initial segment, and still others on distal dendrites (Kawaguchi and Kubota 1997; Thomson and Deuchars 1997) . IB cells may receive their most active inputs from interneurons forming synapses on their dendrites, while RS cells receive their most active inputs from a different class of interaeuron on their somata. This might explain the difference in the locations of predominant spontaneous inputs to RS and IB cells and the differences in kinetics. Further experiments are necessary as neither anatomical nor physiological data are available to support or refute this hypothesis.
Monosynaptic minimally evoked IPSCs
Miniature and spontaneous IPSCs measure the kinetic properties of postsynaptic receptors at individual synapses. To study synaptic IPSCs, and confirm that their kinetics are similar to mIPSCs, we evoked IPSCs by stimulation of afferent fibers to each cell type at the soma and the apical dendrites. IPSCs evoked in a particular location had similar kinetics to sucrose-elicited mIPSCs arising from that same location within a given cell type. Somatically evoked IPSCs in IB cells had slower rises and decays than those evoked at the somata of RS cells.
The combined data indicate that RS and IB cells may receive different inputs, and they may process those inputs in fundamentally different ways. RS and IB cell IPSCs are kinetically distinct. They may express different GABA A receptors or receive inputs from different classes of interneuron, or both. A cell's synaptic inputs can influence the receptors it expresses postsynaptically, and a single cell can express different receptor subtypes (Brickley et al. 1999) , supporting this hypothesis. The most active inputs to IB and RS cells are also localized to different parts of their anatomy. RS cells have their most active synapses at or near the soma, while IB cell active inputs are on the dendrites. This suggests that IB cells process more of their excitatory and inhibitory inputs locally, and excitation is probably shunted before reaching the cell body. RS cells, in contrast, may prevent action potential generation through somatic or axonal inhibition.
These data also address the anatomical finding that IB and RS neurons receive similar numbers of inhibitory synapses on their somata (White et al. 1994) , while physiologically they differ in their effective inhibition (Chagnac-Amitai and Connors 1989; Nicoll et al. 1996; Hefti and Smith 2000; Schubert et al. 2001) . Vesicle release and synaptic responses can be evoked from somatic synapses at approximately the same rate in each cell type. The difference lies in which synapses are most spontaneously active. If a presynaptic cell has a high spontaneous release rate, it also has a high release probability when an action potential is fired (Prange and Murphy 1999). The most highly active release sites are localized to the soma in RS cells and to the dendrites in IB cells. This may also be where the most active sites are in the intact system and explains the physiological finding that IB cells receive less apparent inhibition at their somata than RS cells, despite having similar numbers of synapses.
